
This month, we will be exploring various concepts that are closely related to math. We hope to see the parallels between
the world of dance and the tools we utilize from mathematics, in order to successfully move our bodies.

 
Children in grades K and 1 will be learning about the concept of TIME. We will discuss multiple aspects related to time such

as speed, size, duration, and tempo. Additionally, we will discuss how the speed of music may change the way our
movements look and feel. We will also practice counting beats and matching our dancing to those beats. Of course, we will

also practice the art of movement that utilizes starting and stopping. This will help increase the amount of control we
have while using our bodies during dance class but also throughout life.

 
Children in grades 2 and 3 will spend time working on the concept of SHAPE. We will be taking time to discuss the kinds of
body shapes that we can make including linear, angular, curved, and geometric. We will also focus on the levels in which

dancers create these shapes. Furthermore, we will cover how a level change can alter our ability to form certain shapes.
Continuing on, we will experiment creating body shapes with our classmates. How many ways can we make shapes with
other people? We will attempt to make formations like marching bands as well as interconnected shapes that resemble

famous sculptures.
 

Children in grades 4 and 5 will focus on the ways in which we can order movement. We will learn more about how to form
a flowing PATTERN and how to add choreographic devices to the sequence. This will take place as we join in small groups
with our classmates and communicate about the most interesting ways we can display our work. Students will discover
the wide variety of choices they have when they begin to visualize what they want to capture through their movements,

formations and dancer relationships.
 

Sincerely, 
Miss Rapoli  
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MULTIPLE RESEARCH STUDIES STATE...

"Using dance to teach about

mathematics and mathematics to

enhance learning about dance can result

in positive learning experiences for

Primary students."


